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Abstract: Aiming at the low output power of PV cells, a Photovoltaic (PV) cell model of 

photoelectric conversion method is proposed, and the maximum power point (MPP) of PV power 

generation system was in-depth studied, due to the instability of the output power of PV cells, an 

improved disturbance observation (IDO) scheme for Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is 

put forward, and the IDO for in-depth simulation analysis is proposed in this paper.  

1 Introduction 

Solar energy resources are renewable energy, clean and pollution-free, the use of solar energy 

has been the focus of researchers [1-3], the intensity of photoelectric conversion efficiency is of 

great influence affecting the development of PV power generation, in order to make the PV panels 

strong illumination, scholars have taken a large number of studies on it, such as the biaxial solar 

automatic tracking system can be achieved on different sun angle tracking, which improved PV 

panels light efficiency [4,5], however, when it is fixed in the light intensity, the maximum 

photoelectric conversion efficiency is the most important parameter, in order to achieve a high 

conversion efficiency, the MPPT of PV is commonly used research method, now commonly 

methods are disturbance observation and incremental conductance [6,7]. 

When the light intensity changes little, the control strategy upper is easy to control, and it can get 

a better photoelectric conversion efficiency, however, when the light insensitive changes suddenly, 

the tracking control efficiency of the battery board is very different [8]. In order to achieve stable 

output the maximum power of PV panels, the disturbance observation method based on improved 

rule is put forward, the boost circuit was used in the power tracking, the simulation model of PV 

system is built, and the simulation experiments are made to verify the rules. 

2 Equivalent model of PV power generation system 

The equivalent circuit diagram of PV cells and its loads are shown in Fig.1, which is affected 

by the external light intensity and the surface temperature of the PV cell, and the output current of 

the PV cell can be built I=f (S, V, T). According to the circuit equivalent principle, the ideal 

equivalent model of PV cells can be obtained; the expression of PV cells is [1]: 
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Where: Iph- photocurrent (a); I0 -reverse saturation current (a); q-electronic charge (1.6×

10
19

C); K- Boltzmann constant (1.38 * 10
-23

J/K); t- the absolute temperature (k), A-diode factor; Rs- 

series resistance (Ω ); Rsh-parallel resistance (Ω ); I-current output (A); U- output voltage (V). 
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Fig.1 Equivalent circuit diagram of PV cells 

To achieve the different power output of DC circuit, the boost circuit can changes the duty 

ratio to acquire the appropriate voltage, and then it will achieve the regulation of output power, 

therefore, the PV battery system, has the PV maximum power output by using boost circuit to 

regulate the output voltage, the photoelectric output power, the output current and the duty ratio of 

the PV system can be express as: 
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Where  Ppv—PV cell output power；η—System efficiency；RL—Output load；D—Main 

circuit switch duty cycle。  

3 MPPT algorithm 

3.1 MPPT tracking principle 

In the slight change time dt , PV battery and its load can be approximated by a linear circuit 

and equivalent load, Vi is the output voltage in micro time dt , I is its corresponding output current, 

Ri is the resistance in the micro variable time and R0 is the load, then the output power in time dt is: 

dp/dR0= Vi*(Ri- R0/(Ri+R0)
2      

（3） 

From type (3), when Ri =R0, the output power p has the maximum value, that is to say, to 

consists of linear components, the independent source is composed of a linear circuit, if the internal 

resistance is equal to the load resistance value, then the power supply can be the maximum power 

output, the maximum power point tracking the basic principle of the control method is to control the 

load resistance and PV cells transiently with equal resistance, the PV battery will work at the 

maximum power point. 

3.2 MPPT control based on disturbance observation strategy 

The current power P1 can be obtained by measuring the PV cell output voltage and current, the 

next moment output power P2 can be calculated according to the measurement of voltage and 

current, then the variable power is P1 -P2 between the two times, when the variable power were 

subtracted, then the voltage is increased, or it will decreased, by taking this approach, we will get 

the maximum output power Pm, as for the voltage is increased or decreased, which is determined by 

powers of the different time. 

4 Simulation Analysis 

PV cell surface temperature T=25℃, sunshine intensity is S=[1000 800 600], the incremental 

duty ratio is DD=0.001, as can be seen from Fig.6 and Fig.7, in accounting for empty than D=0.001, 

the vibration amplitude of PV output power is larger; especially it is more apparent under strong 
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light, it is due to the maximum output power under the control the disturbance observation method, 

at this time, due to the PV system in the choice of different output voltage in a short time, and leads 

to the voltage instability, from Fig.1 can be seen, voltage fluctuations are relatively large, PV cells 

eventually led to the fluctuation of output power is great, the power fluctuation leads to reduced the 

power quality, which affects the service life of the PV power generation system. 

 
Fig.1 Output power of different light intensity 

In order to overcome the shortcomings of disturbance observation method, it need the 

corresponding improvement of the disturbance observation method, in this method, the four 

variables ∆P���k�、∆P���k − 1�、∆V������k�、∆V������k − 1� are the input in the method, the 

next moment duty ratio is the output, its block diagram as shown in the Fig.2. 

The improved disturbance observation method is shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2 Block diagram of improved rule 

PV cell surface temperature T=25℃, the intensity of sunlight S=[1000, 600, 800], accounting 

for the incremental DD=0.0001 when the simulation results as shown in Fig.3. 

 

Fig.3 Output power of different light intensity 

When the light intensity signal is [500 1000 500 1000], from the Fig.10 we can be seen that the 

power output become relative gentle with little vibration, which did not appear as shown in the 

fluctuation, the duty ratio of output is a certain degree of restraint, the output relationship between 

the voltage and power were shown in Fig.4. 

 

Fig.4 Output power voltage characteristics of different light intensity 

5 Conclusion 

Through the comprehensive analysis results on the simulation of PV, its output power was 
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great effected by the light intensity, especially the maximum power point prone to fluctuations when 

the light changes shapely, MPPT model of PV is based on the boost circuit, which was controlled by 

the improved DO strategy, the results showed that the output power was in the steady state in light 

intensity change process, which showed that improved DO strategy for maximum power tracking 

had a good quality, and it was in line with the requirements of the PV conversion, on the other hand, 

whether changing the duty ratio for MPPT is good to achieve the optimal or not, we need to the 

further researches. 
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